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INTRODUCTION

Human social systems are complex systems. They are open, decentralized, dynamic and
adaptive. They are conformed by a large number of interconnected and interdependent
elements; unpredictability and uncertainty are their distinctive features; they present
evolutionary dynamics and, as many other complex systems, they have an intrinsic
tendency to self-organize their interactions. Examples of self-organized interactions in
human social systems are economic exchanges, human mating and friendship bonds, which
are not controlled, imposed or commanded by any central or top-down authority. Instead,
the latter follow local and individual decisions.
Despite the tendency of human social systems towards self-organization,
historically there have existed specific political systems provided with the function of
organizing human interactions by means of particular institutions and organizations. These
institutions and organizations, referred to as political regimes, are endowed with
characteristics and properties that oppose those of human social systems because they are
rigid, non-adaptive, non-evolvable and, most importantly, they operate with top-down
control. Additionally, political regimes emphasize in normative principles and physical
coercion, which frames and inhibits, not only the self-organization of human social
systems, but also their complexity. It is commonly argued that in the absence of normative
institutions that impose order upon human social systems, it would be impossible to deal
with their vastness and diversity, leaving space for disorder and disruption. Yet, this
monograph looks to provide arguments against this assumption on the basis of the property
of self-organization that complex systems present when they are not being constrained by
an external entity.
Thereby, the thesis of this monograph is that since human social systems are
complex systems, the self-organization of their sociopolitical interactions is the best way in
which organized global patterns can emerge. This, instead of being organized in a top-down
fashion by political regimes that in order to accomplish their function of organizing the
latter use coercive mechanisms of control exerted by means of hierarchical structural
arrangements. Global pattern refer to the emergent structure of local interactions and
dynamics.
1

The main goal of the monograph will be to propose the self-organization of human
sociopolitical interactions as the best way in which human social systems can make
organized patterns to emerge, given that organizing them by means of top-down control is
not suitable for properly addressing their complexity. This will be achieved by evidencing
the complexity of human social systems and contrasting it with the characteristics of
classical political regimes; presenting the plausibility of self-organized human social
systems as preferable to top-down controlled; explaining how could the theory of selforganization in living systems can provide the theoretical background for sociopolitical
self-organization in human social systems, given that they are complex systems and present
life-like properties; showing that historically classical political regimes have tried to
organize human social systems by means of top-down control; summarizing the
disadvantages of organizing human social systems in a top-down fashion; and introducing
what could be the emergent global pattern of sociopolitical self-organization.
Apart from humans, the tendency to self-organize is present in many other social
animals, such as harvester ants, bacteria colonies, fish schools, flocks of birds and bees
swarms. All these manage to harmonically (self) organize without recurring to any topdown structure, regime, leader or governor. Similar examples of self-organization in
complex systems are the neural functioning of the brain and galaxy formation. Also,
embryonic morphogenetic development, where no part of the system commands in which
type of tissue cells must become. They all are complex systems and completely deprived of
any central or top-down control -and yet, they produce very organized patterns. In fact,
biological and physical self-organization have proven to be optimal in the production of
order in large complex systems. The 13.7 billions of years of history of the universe are
prof of it.
The background idea of the monograph is that if top-down control were the best
way to organize human social systems, at present the dramatic levels of inequality around
the world would be very different and there would not exist any individual or group acting
outside the boundaries of political regimes. It is assumed that everyone would be satisfied
with their capabilities in life, after being organized in a top-down fashion.
Although political systems have varied throughout history, the political regimes
used to accomplish their function of organizing human social systems share the same
2

organizational structure: a hierarchical pyramid with top-down power distribution,
centralized control mechanisms and cause-effect expected interactions. This particular
architecture is known in graph theory and classical network theory as a tree topology. Tree
topologies as the structures of political regimes are hindrances that do now allow human
social systems to self-organize, mainly, because trees are incapable of reflecting the
complexity of the sociopolitical interactions of human social systems, for many reasons that
go beyond their structures. Just to mention a few, their systems of laws and the separation
made between the political and the civil society.
Thereby, it is valid to ask why, given the complex nature of human social systems
and their tendency to self-organize, political regimes constraint them when seeking their
organization? Shouldn´t political regimes allow the self-organization of human
sociopolitical interactions when organizing them? Is it possible that regimes complexify to
in order to properly organize human social systems? That is, are regimes capable of
complexifying their dynamics until becoming the mayor expression of self-organized
sociopolitical interactions? If the answer is yes, it is plausible to think about which
dynamics, structures and rules in political regimes could mirror the complex nature of
human social systems and enable their intrinsic tendency to self-organize or if, inevitably,
political regimes will disappear in the process. Because, anyway, if there is an intrinsic
tendency towards self-organization in human social systems in the absence of normative
institutions and top-down control, are political regimes really necessary? This monograph
approaches these inquiries to criticize the top-down organization of human social systems
by means of political regimes that work with top-down control.
The monograph starts from recognizing how the sciences of complexity and their
knowledge about complex systems can support the self-organization of human
sociopolitical interactions because, following Thomas Kuhn´s book The Structure of
Scientific Revolutions, we are in the middle of a scientific revolution. 1 Complexity is
changing the way of understanding certain problems in science, after the many limitations
that classical models have when it comes to dealing with uncertainty, unpredictability,
irreversibility, non-determinism and nonlinearity. Accelerating technological advances are

1

Compare Maldonado, Carlos Eduardo. Complejidad: Revolución Científica y Teoría. 2009.
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making more difficult to organize human social systems by means of top-down control2,and
political regimes need to reflect these changes. Thus, transforming their dynamics, rules
and topologies for the evolution of sociopolitical self-organization would be a good way to
start.
The subject studied in this monograph is relevant, firstly, for the discipline of
political science because it insists on the limitations of classical political regimes when
organizing human social systems by means of top-down control. It is claimed here that
sociopolitical self-organization is the best ways in which a harmonic organization of human
social systems can be reached.
Political science is one of the social disciplines that has apprehended complexity
the least. So much that this is the first work ever written that studies the implications of the
topological properties of political regimes in respect to the (self) organization of human
social systems, in the context of the sciences of complexity –and in contexts of classical
science. An important contribution of the monograph relates to historying the architectures
that the milestones of political regimes have had in the past two and a half millennia in
western world, in order to illustrate how human social systems have been top-down
organized. This allows visualizing a truth that was hidden behind changes regarding how
rulers become so: since the Greeks there has not been any profound transformation in the
way in which human social systems are organized. Secondly, this monograph is relevant for
the Political Science School where it was developed because it is the first work ever written
about the sciences of complexity in the School, in undergraduate and graduate level.
Complexity is in great part responsible for the most advanced science that is taking place
nowadays. Hence, this first undergraduate work opens the door for a whole new spectrum
of knowledge in the School. Thirdly, the subject of the monograph benefits the author´s
personal academic development because in her future academic life she will continue to
extend the study of the complex nature of human sociopolitical interactions.
The monograph divides in five chapters. Firstly, the theoretical and conceptual
framework is defined. Secondly, part of the literature revision is discussed. Thirdly, it is
introduced how could sociopolitical self-organization be triggered and the relation between

2

Compare Mezza-Garcia, Nathalie. “Bio-Inspired Political Systems: Opening a Field”. Proceedings of the
European Conference on Complex Systems ECCS´12, Belgium, 2013.
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sociopolitical self-organization and self-organization in living organisms and systems that
present life-like properties is discussed. Fourthly, it is presented that, throughout history,
human social systems have been organized in a top-down fashion and some of its negative
implications and disadvantages are mentioned. Finally, the monograph ends with some
concluding remarks and ideas about future work in relation to the subject.

5

1.

THEORETICAL AND CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK

This chapter introduces the theoretical and conceptual framework of the monograph, which
uses theories of political science and the sciences of complexity, but also feeds from
elements of classical and complex networks theory.

1.1. POLITICAL SYSTEMS AS SYSTEMS THAT PROCESS INFORMATION

This monograph is interested in how political regimes organize human social
systems. However, before entering into what political regimes are, it is crucial to define
political systems. A Political system is an abstract and general concept that comprises the
aggregate of decision making processes in a human social system. 3 Political systems take
the inputs of human social systems (demands, resources and constraints)4 and transform
them into decisions -which are later applied by means of political regimes in an
authoritarian fashion.5 However, before doing so, demands compete between them,
resources are mobilized and constraints are prioritized. It is claimed in this monograph that
because political systems transform inputs into something else, i.e., that they are systems
that process information, they can be understood as computational systems because one of
the meanings of computation is information processing6. On the other hand, the
competition of demands, the mobilization of resources and the prioritization of constraints
–the computational dynamics of political systems- follow lengthy processes of discussion,
conciliation and studying, in principle, in order to find the best alternative -also known as
the optimal. Therefore, political systems are computational systems that look to solve
optimization problems.
Democracy, Dictatorship, Monarchy, Aristocracy and Theocracy are examples of
political systems. Figure 1 and figure 2 show two of the most recognized models for

3

Compare Lapierre, Jean-William. El Análisis de los Sistema Políticos. 1976. p. 39.
Compare Lapierre. El Análisis de los Sistema Políticos. p. 53.
5
Compare Easton, David. “An Approach to the Analysis of Political Systems”. World Politics. Vol. 9. No. 3.
1957. p. 383.
6
Compare too Fraley, Denis J. “Computation is Process”. Ubiquity Symposium “What is Computation?”.
2010; Compare Mitchel, Melanie. Complexity: A Guided Tour. (2009).
4
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political systems: David Easton´s (figure 1) 7 and Jean-William Lapierre (figure 2)8. As it
can be seen, Lapierre went farther than Easton because he tried to explain which are the
internal dynamics of political systems that lead inputs to be transformed into decisions,
instead of simply presenting the direction of the flow of information. Nonetheless, both
approaches erroneously assume that it is possible to have complete knowledge about all the
elements and interactions in political systems and that their dynamics can be explained by
linear causation and direct relations between inputs and outputs.
Figure 1. Model of Information processing in political systems by David Easton.
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7
8

See Easton, David. Esquema para el Análisis Político. 2006. p.154.
See Lapierre. El Análisis de los Sistemas Políticos. p.49.
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Figure 2. Model of Information processing in political systems by Jean-William
Lapierre .
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One reason why political systems are conceived in this way is that the theories
about political systems were developed during the heyday of General Systems Theory 9 and
Cybernetics10, both widely recognized for their interest in studying systems from holistic
perspectives. It also explains why the latter models conceive political systems as if they had
defined boundaries with their environments (human social systems), considering them as
separated entities11. Nevertheless, this separation is not shared in this work since the civil
society has a political dimension with political roles.

9

Compare too Bertalanffy, Ludwig Von. General Systems Theory: Foundations, Development, Applications.
1969.
10
Compare too Von Foerster, Heinz. Las Semillas de la Cibernética. 1991.
11
Compare too Forgacs, David. The Antonio Gramsci Reader. Selected Writtings. 2000.
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1.2. POLITICAL REGIMES

Political regimes can be understood as the last name of political systems. For
instance, democratic political systems can either have presidential or parliamentary political
regimes. In other words, a political regime is the organizational scaffolding of a Political
system12 or the “institutional configuration of government”13. It includes the set of rules for
political interactions and the formal institutions that give shape to them. 14 That is, how a
political system functions (its rules and dynamics) and how it is organized (its structure)15
(figure 3). The structure is the architecture of the institutions that regimes use to implement
the rules. Rules are the specification for dynamics, which can also be coded in the
structures. However, the do not depend exclusively on them. In respect to human social
systems, their dynamics can be predefined by the rules and structures of political regimes,
but it does not mean that they are necessarily going to behave as expected.

Figure 3. Interactions in political regimes.
Structures

Political
Regimes
Rules

Dynamics

Source: Author s own elaboration.

In graph theory, classical network theory and LAN design 16, the structure of
classical political regimes is called a tree topology (figure 4). Trees developed as
institutional responses to the problem of how to organize human social systems. Trees have
a core channel with a node on the top. In political regimes, this node can be a king, an
12

This definition was provided [private conversations] by Professor Beatriz Franco Cuervo, who used it to
define political regimes.
13
See Kelly, Charles. Political Science. Basic Concepts. Electronic document.
14
Compare Lapierre. El Análisis de los Sistemas Políticos.
15
Compare Nedelcu, Paul-Iulian. “State Structure and Political Regime Structure”. (2012). p. 289.
16
Local Area Networks for connecting microelectronics-based devices.
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emperor, a president, a prime minister, a parliament or any other type of government or
governor. Control channels, the backbone of the structures of trees, are in charge of the
information processing of the system, which takes place in a top-down fashion. Nodes
break of from the central channel and are subordinated to the node on top, in lesser or
greater extent, depending on the level of the hierarchy where they are located, and to their
parent node. Trees use centralized control mechanisms, top-down power distribution, linear
decision-making processes and pro-equilibrium organizational structures, based on
erroneous conjectures about non-complex, transparent and linear interactions in human
social systems. This monograph resorted to classical network theory, specifically to LAN
design, to study the implications of the tree structure and dynamics of political regimes for
the organization of human social systems, since in political science there is not any theory
about the topological properties of political regimes that can enlighten a proper
organization of human social systems.

Figure 4. Tree topology.
Top Node
Core channel
Nodes

Source: Author s own elaboration.

As figure 5 shows, classical political regimes impose themselves upon human
social systems in a top-down fashion. They do so, in principle, in order to accomplish the
function of the regime of organizing human social systems and to make easier the
implementation of the authoritarian decisions that result from political systems
computational processes.

10

Figure 5. Political regimes imposing upon human social systems.

Source: Author s own elaboration.

1.3. COMPLEXITY
Complexity is a scientific problem17 that classical science set aside for most
human history. Classical science seeks certainty, control, equilibrium, predictability and
assumes direct cause-effect relations between inputs and outputs, whilst complexity makes
itself possible thanks to uncertainty, unpredictability and non-linearity. Thereupon,
complexity goes beyond the reductionism that characterizes classical science, which
eliminates every possible noise or unwanted data from its deterministic models18.
Complexity can be understood as a synonym and a result of nonlinearity.
Nonlinearity implies non-proportioned (linear) cause-effect relations between the
interactions within a system and their emergent patterns. Briefly, nonlinearity means that
emergent results cannot be straightforwardly traced back to the properties and
characteristics of separated entities that made them possible.
On the other side, the Sciences of Complexity are a group of sciences that study
complex systems. Among them: Fractal Geometry, Chaos Theory, Non-Classical Logics,
17

Compare Maldonado, Carlos Eduardo. “La Complejidad es un Problema, no una Cosmovisión”. UCM
Revista de Investigación. Vol. 13. (2009).
18
Compare too Mitchell. Complexity: A Guided Tour.
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Non-Equilibrium Thermodynamics and Artificial Life 19. Complex systems are systems
composed by many interconnected elements interacting in nonlinear fashions, meaning that
interactions taking place in one part of the system may have nonlinear effects in the global
structure or in other parts. Briefly, complex systems divide in two. Systems whose
complexity maintains over time -like tornadoes, hurricanes and clouds- and systems with
increasing complexity –or complex adaptive systems. The latter refer to living organisms
and systems that present life-like properties, such as the immune system, cats, humans and
human social systems.
Figure 6 shows the road that scientific knowledge has taken to recognize the
existence of complexity. At first, classical science studied systems by analysis, i.e., by
dividing them into their component elements and considering them as a sum of the latter. In
the mid-twentieth century, general systems theory and the discipline of cybernetics arose
with principles that contrasted the analytical approach of classical science because while
the latter understands systems in terms of their elements, general systems theory and
cybernetics are more interested in holistic approaches.
The main problem with classical science, general systems theory and cybernetics
is that the three ignore that when it comes to complex systems it is not possible to have
complete knowledge about every state of them. And even less, on every moment of time20.
The sciences of complexity overcame many of the shortcomings of its predecessors and
have now become cutting-edge science.
Morin´s complex thinking 21 is closely related to the sciences of complexity.
However, there are epistemological differences between both, like the computational
apparatus that supports the sciences of complexity and the integrator aspect of complex
thinking.

19

Compare Maldonado, Carlos Eduardo & Gómez Cruz, Nelson Alfonso. El Mundo de las Ciencias de la
Complejidad. 2011.
20
Comprare Maldonado & Gómez. El Mundo de las Ciencias de la Complejidad. p. 51.
21
Compare too Morin, Edgar. El Método I, La Naturaleza de la Naturaleza. 2006; Morin, Edgar. El Método
II, La Vida de la Vida. 2006; Morin, Edgar. El Método III, El Conocimiento del Conocimiento. 2006; Morin,
Edgar. El Método IV, Las Ideas. 2006; Morin, Edgar. El Método V, La Humanidad de la Humanidad, La
Identidad Humana; Morin, Edgar. El Metodo VI, Ética. 2006.
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Figure 6. The road of the mainstream of science towards complexity.
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1.4. SELF-ORGANIZATION

Self-organization is the capacity that complex systems have for organizing
themselves without any central or external control, giving rise to global patterns that
emerge out of local interactions 22. One example of self-organization is task allocation in
harvester ants. These ants use chemical signals with their closest neighbors to decide if they
should collect food, work in colony-related issues, patrol (or hang around)23. Contrary to
the common misbelief, the queen ant does not control the colony. Her only task is to lay
eggs. In fish schools, every fish follow what the neighbors do but there is not a fish that
leads the collectiveness24. Table 125 shows examples of self-organized patterns.
22

Compare Camanzine et.al. Self-Organization in Biological Systems; Haken, Hermann. Information and
Self-Organization: A Macroscopic Approach to Complex Systems. 2006.
23
Compare Gordon, Deborah. “Dynamics of Task Switching in Harvester Ants”. Animal Behavior. Vol. 38.
No.2.(1989).
24
Compare Camanzine et.al. Self-Organization in Biological Systems.
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Table 1. Self-organization in natural and living systems.

1.a. Fish School

1.c. Ant Swarm

1.b. Flock of Starlings

1.d. Galaxy M81

Source: Author s own elaboration.

A common example of self-organization in humans is friendship ties in social
networks: community structure is an emergence of individual and local interactions
pursuant to particular interests or needs.
On the other hand, sociopolitical self-organization is the name given in this
monograph to the political dynamics in human social systems that emerge autonomously in
interactions that develop using local information and do not obey to any general ruling
principle –or government. It is claimed here that sociopolitical self-organization will lead to
the emergence of organized global patterns that evolve in harmonic, but dynamic, flows in
human social systems; and that this is the best way for organizing them.

1.5. COMPLEX NETWORKS
“A network (graph) is a diagrammatic representation of a system”. 26 Networks are
conformed by elements (nodes) and their connections (links or interactions) giving rise to
25

“Fish school”. Electronic document; “Flock of starlings”. Electronic document; “Ant swarm”. Electronic
document; “Galaxy M81”. Electronic document.
26
See Estrada, Ernesto. The Structure of Complex Networks. 2012. p.4.
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particular relations, in an arrangement that is called topology27. The topological –or
structural- properties of networks started to be studied in mathematics, in the field of Graph
theory. Nonetheless, this monograph does not discuss the mathematical aspect of them.
Instead, it focuses on the distribution of the nodes in networks and the kind of power
relations that arise from the interactions between the nodes. Precisely, how tree topologies
in political regimes imply command relations for the organization of human social systems
and how sociopolitical self-organization can give rise to global complex network patterns.
Complex networks (figure 7)

28

are scale free networks, which means that the

connectivity between their nodes is feasible to be described by a power law (figure 8).
Power-laws in complex networks imply that there are few nodes, called hubs, with more
connections than average nodes. For instance, in networks of sexual interactions among
humans, there are less people who have had many sexual partners than those who have had
average or few. Thus, contagious disease spreading patterns have this type of structure29.
The topology of Internet can be described using a power-law too: there are few highly
connected webpages in comparison to those that are just subtly connected. Figure 9, a
picture of Internet webpages, illustrates this idea.

Figure 7. Complex network.

Source: Prettejohn, Berryman and McDonnell. In Methods for Generating Complex Networks
with Selected Structural Properties for Simulations: a review and tutorial for neuroscientists. 2011.
27

Compare Oppenhimer, Priscila. Top-Down Network Design. 2004.
See Prettejohn, Brenton et.al. “Methods for Generating Complex Networks with Selected Structural
Properties for Simulations”. Frontiers in Computational Neuroscience. Vol 5, No. 11 (2011).
29
Compare Jones, James Holland and Handhock, Mark. “An Assessment of Peferential Attachment as a
Mechanism for Human Sexual Network Formation”. Proceedings of the Royal Society of Biological Sciences.
2003.
28
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Complex networks started to be widely studied one decade ago, after
understanding that there was a particular network structure present in many information
processing dynamics of living systems and in systems that present life-like properties when
they self-organize. For instance, in networks of protein interaction 30, food webs31, Internet´s
structure32, networks of online music recommendation33 and in social networks34, as well.

Figure 8. Power-Law.

Source: Electronic document.

Figure 6. Hubs in Internet.

Source: Electronic document.
30

Compare too Kuchaiev, Oleskki et.al. “Topological Network Alignment Uncovers Biological Function and
Phylogeny”. Interface. Vol. 1 No. 4. (2010).
31
Compare too Strogratz, Steven. “Exploring Complex Networks”. Nature, Vol. 410. (2011)
32
Compare too Estrada. The Structure of Complex Networks.
33
Compare too Cano, Pedro et.al. “Topology of Music Recomendation Networks”. Chaos. Vol. 16 (2006)
34
Compare too Watts, Duncan. Six Degrees. The Science of a Connected Age. 2003.
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Complex networks are made out of vastly diverse networks of networks and
interactions (links or connections), that can be directed or not directed. A non-directed link
means that if there are two nodes connected to each other, A and B, A influences B as much
as B influences A. However, if the link is directed from B to A, only B would influence A.
A real-life example of directed links is the basic structure of social networks, online or not.
People tend to be friend with their friend´s friends. So, given three friends, Alice, Bob, and
Martha (figure 10), they would form a non-directed triangle, since Alice is friend with Bob
and Martha; Bob is friend with Alice and Martha; and Martha is friend with Alice and Bob.
In respect to the direction of connections in networks, tree topologies, the structures of
political regimes, are directed in a top-down fashion. Given that complex networks are the
most natural nodal arrangement for interactions in human social systems when they selforganize, in this monograph it is claimed that the self-organization of sociopolitical
interactions in human social systems would make complex network patterns to emerge.

Figure 10. Triangles in social networks..
Bob

Alice

Martha

Source: Author s own elaboration.
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2. LITERATURE REVISION: POLITICAL REGIMES, STRUCTURAL
PROPERTIES AND NETWORK APPROACHES

This chapter presents selected works found in a search conducted in the course of the year
2012, where the most relevant and scientifically influencing political science and
complexity journals were explored. Mainly, the search sought to finding authors that
discussed the structural and dynamic properties of political regimes in the contexts of the
sciences of complexity, in relation to their function of organizing human social systems (in
a top-down fashion), but that, at the same time, also addressed to the self-organization of
human social systems –or their sociopolitical interactions-, considering the existence of
political regimes, political systems and their top-down control nature. In respect to this
quest, with few exceptions, very little has been said. Indeed, no authors were found that
directly discussed the subject. Therefore, this literature revision will emphasize on those
authors that have studied structural properties of organizations and that, from a general
perspective, could enlighten the problem of how political regimes unsuccessfully try to
organize human social systems by imposing that impose top-down control upon them.
Most of the bibliography related to the architecture of political regimes was either
(a) interested in the nature of the elements in the network (i.e., their position in government
and how they get there); or (b) those centered on the types of relations between the
elements (subordination, command, etc.). However, they did not emphasize on their
influence over human social systems or how structure and dynamics are mutually
influenced by each other. From a Political Science perspective, the name given to (a) and
(b) were dispositional and relational properties 35, respectively; classical network theory
named them structural and logical topology36; whereas the study of complex networks
describe them as structural and dynamic properties 37.

35

Compare Elgie, Robert. “The Classsification of Democratic Regime Types: Conceptual Ambiguity and
Contestable Assumptions” European Journal of Political Research, 1998.
36
Compare Oppenheimer. Top-Down Network Design.
37
Comprare Aldana, Maximino. Redes Complejas. 2006. Electronic document.
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In respect to these properties, Robert Elgie38 argues that it would be preferable to
study only one at the time. However, Erik-Has Klijn39 claims that descriptions strictly
focused on relational properties are incomplete because they do not differentiate between
the system and its structure. Albert-Lazló Barabasi40, one of the precursors of network
science, states that the study of networks would not be complete if it only focuses on
structural properties without deepening into how they influence the dynamics of the system.
Following his statement, this monograph will use a combination (a) and (b), meaning (c), to
study the implications of the topologies of political regimes in respect to their function of
organizing human social systems.
A common place was to find authors for which transformations in the way in
which humans are organized are equivalent to changes within electoral systems, leaders,
typology of the regime (presidential, parliamentarian, proportional, etc.), among others 41,
but not exactly any profound change.
Örjan Bodin and Jon Norberg42 two of the few authors that studied the structure of
regimes within a topological framework, in the sense of graph and network theory, centered
their attention on information networks in organizations. However, they put too much
attention over managerial units, which makes their perspective in favor of top-down control
to distance from the one in favor of self-organization presented in this monograph.
Raymund Werle43 also studied the role of information in the structure of political regimes,
making emphasis on how information networks –especially those facilitated by Internetare extending national infrastructures.

38

Compare Elgie, Robert. “The Classsification of Democratic Regime Types: Conceptual Ambiguity and
Contestable Assumptions” European Journal of Political Research, (1998). p.235.
39
Compare Klijn, Erik-Has. “Analyzing and Managing Policy Processes in Complex Networks: A Theoretical
Examination of the Concept Policy Network and its Problems”. Administration & Society (1996).
40
Compare Barabasi, Albert-Lazló. Linked: How Everything Is Connected to Everything Else and What It
Means for Business, Science and Everyday Life. 2003.
41
Compare Colomer, Joseph M. “Desequilibrium Institutions and Pluralist Democracy”. Journal of
Theoretical Politics. Vol 13. No.3 (2001)
42
Compare Bodin, Örjan and Jon Norberg. “Information Network Topologies for Enhanced Local Adaptive
Management”. Environmental Management. Vol.35, No. 2 (2005).
43
Compare Werle, Raymund. “The Impact of Information Networks on the Structure of Political Systems”.
In Understanding the Impact of Global Networks on Local Social, Political and Cultural Values. 1999.
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Göktuğ Morçöl and Aroon Wachhaus44 claim that the Structuralist Theory of
Anthony Giddens can provide a link between the sciences of complexity and political
regimes, (in general, public administration), since it uses notions of unpredictability and
stability, at the same time. On the contrary, David Knoke45 suggests that network models in
public administration enriched by graph topology allow studying better Gidden´s social
structures. Although Giddens did not have topology in his theory of Structuralism, Knoke´s
idea could reinforce the problem addressed here: how the tree topologies of political
regimes impose top-down control over human social systems for organizing them,
hampering the self-organization of human sociopolitical interactions.
Regarding how the structural properties of political regimes influence their
function of organizing human social systems (c), there are three important concepts that
should be discussed: hierarchy, heterarchy and anarchy. Hierarchies are just one of the
many characteristics that the structures of political regimes present. Hierarchical regimes
usually have a supreme ruler in the top of the structure (one individual or a group) that
directs the flow of information in the system. According to Gerard Fairtlough46, for
traditional political thinkers, such as Thomas Hobbes or Max Webber, the absence of
hierarchies is inconceivable because it is though that it would give rise to one of the most
feared concepts in political science: anarchy. This may be why many political scientists
favor physical coercion coming from political regimes: in order to guaranty not to go back
to that theoretical stadium of absence of order, where individuals were not ascribed to any
State or ruled by any coercive political authority. It is also why many accept selforganization as the price to pay for having the certainties over the future that the linear
dynamics of tree topologies provide. Despite this common misbelief, it has never been
proven that hierarchies produce more order in complex environments. In fact, if this were to
be true, human social systems -historically characterized by being ruled hierarchicallywould be completely organized and there would not exist any agent acting outside the
borders of the establishment or against it. No guerillas, paramilitary institutions, rebellion

44

Compare Morçöl, Göktuğ & Wachhaus, Aroon. “Network and Complexity Theories: A Comparison and
Prospects for a Synthesis”. Administrative Theory & Practice. Vol. 31, No. 1 (2009).
45
Compare Knoke, David. Political Networks: The Structural Perspective. 1990.
46
Compare Fairtlough, Gerard. The Three Ways of Getting Things Done. 2006.
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and not even strikes47. It is also widely thought that hierarchies enable leadership to
emerge, which would be valid if to emerge meant to be imposed or to be elected. And
neither imposition nor election are ways of emergence, since none of them imply synergetic
processes based on self-organized interactions.
Carole Crumley48 divides hierarchies into scalar and control. In a scalar hierarchy
every level can be affected by the others. This is the type of hierarchy present in complex
systems. A biological organism, for instance, can die if there is a failure in one of its
subnetworks or internal structures, such as organs or groups of cells. However, one organ
can stop functioning if the whole organism undergoes an extreme situation of physical
stress, such as hypothermia. Similarly, one small group of individuals interacting online can
trigger large offline sociopolitical revolutions but, at the same time, the latter can stimulate
that online groups join or support them. On the other hand, control hierarchies, the
hierarchies of non-complex systems, are those hierarchies where top-levels are not affected
by lower-levels. Political regimes have control hierarchies, since their structure is
maintained by means of top-down and authoritarian mechanisms.
Michael North and Charles Macal49 divide hierarchies into noisy hierarchies and
pure hierarchies. Noisy hierarchies are characterized by presenting noise or random errors
in the transmission of information among levels, whereas pure hierarchies have no loss of
information during the transmission from the top to the bottom. As the authors affirm,
complex systems present noise, errors and uncertainties. Therefore, there is always noise
and uncertainty in the computational dynamics of decision-making processes. Assuming
linear relations in the transmission of information among hierarchies in political regimes
when they try to organize human social systems is not asserted. This is one reason why
self-organization is the best alternative for organizing human social systems: there is no
need to coordinate huge amount of information that brings more noise into decision-making
processes.

47

Compare Mezza-Garcia. Bio-Inspired Political Systems.
Compare Crumley, Carole L. “Heterarchy and the Analysis of Complex Societies”. Archeological Papers
of the American Anthropological Association. Special Issue: Heterarchy and the Analysis of Complex
Societies. Vol. 6, No. 1 (1995).
49
Compare North, Michael, y Charles M. Macal. Managing Business Complexity. 2007.
48
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The term heterarchy was extrapolated to human and social sciences from its
original meaning in neuroscience, with a work by Warren S. McCulloh50. Heterarchical
organizations have network structures, not pyramidal forms, and distribute the control
horizontally within various actors -this decentralized organization is shared among complex
systems. Edward O. Wilson and Burt Hölldobler refer to the organization of ant colonies as
heterarchies because ants are all connected to each other, meaning that there is not a
hierarchical organization51. In a heterarchical organization there are dynamic and
distributed processes of synergetic decision-making. Hence, one of its advantages is the
possibility for creative solutions.
Anarchy, the third concept, has been recently used to characterize relations among
political regimes. In new public management it has been a metaphor for theorizing about
how public organizational networks should not be central-based for better policy-making52.
There are, indeed, strong solid bonds between anarchy and network governance. Networks
of policy-making were proposed as an alternative to traditional models of hierarchical
control. Networks in new public management refer to interdependence arrangements that
do not follow top-down patterns of nodal connections53 or hierarchical positioning of
them54. This discussion of networks is not based, however, on the field of complex
networks. One historical reason for this is that the theory of complex networks was
developed decades after the concept of networks in public administration became popular.
In accordance with Franz Pappi and Christian Henning “policy networks are often used as a
metaphor to describe new forms of governance beyond state control involving both public
and private actors”.55 Nonetheless, this networks are still far of having implicit the notion of
self-organization in human social systems because they are still based on traditional tree

50

Compare McCulloh, Warren, S. “A Heterarchy of Values Determined by the Topology of Nervous Nets”.
Bull. Math. Biophysics. Vol. 7 (1945).
51
Compare Wilson, Edward O. and Hölldobler, Burt. “Dense Heterarchies and Mass Communication as the
Basis of Organization in Ant Colonies”. Ecology and Evolutions. Vol.3, No.3 (1998).
52
Compare Wachhaus, Aroon. “Anarchy as a Model for Network Governance”. Public Administration
Review. Vol.72, No. 1 (2011).
53
Compare O Toole, Laurence and Meier, Kenneth. “Desperately Seeking Selznick: Cooptation and the Dark
Side of Public Management in Networks”. Public Administration Review. Vol. 64, No. 6 (2004).
54
Compare O Toole, Laurence. “Shaping Formal Networks Through the Regulatory Processes”.
Administration and Society. Vol. 36, No. 2 (2004).
55
See Pappi, Franz Urban and Henning, Christian. “Policy Networks: More than a Metaphor?”. Journal of
Theoretical Politics. Vol. 10 (1998).
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topologies, which operate with top-down control. Naim Kapuku´s figure 56 (figure 11)
shows this relation.

Figure 11. Interorganizational networks.

Source: Naim Kapuku. Interorganizational networks. In Interagency Communication Networks
During Emergencies. 2011. p.211

The problem with the dynamics that figure 11 entail is that although the
connections between the tree topologies might be self-organized, tree topologies are ruled
by the principles of classical network theory, where the result of connecting tree topologies
is, simply, tree topologies connected together, thus, the emergent global pattern is not selforganized. Aroon Wachhaus57 states that the applications of network theory in policy
should transcend in a much deeper fashion to governments because most of the network
language used today in political theory remains inside the scope of top-down control, where
networks are the echo of hierarchies. Thereby, Wachhaus proposes an interplay between
networks and anarchy for increasing the possibilities of emergent cooperation networks.
Wachhaus´ perspective is completely valid. After all, as it will be pointed out in the next
chapters, anarchy bases on the idea of self-organized interactions.
According to Stephen Goldsmith and William Eggers58, networks in public
management arose in times of increasing complexity in societies, when complexity
overwhelmed hierarchical models. Meek et al. argue that one possible reason for this is that
56

See Kapucu, Naim. “Interagency Communication Networks During Emergencies”. American Review of
Public Administration. Vol.36, No. 2. (2006). p.211.
57
Compare Wachhaus, Aroon. “Anarchy as a Model for Network Governance”. Public Administration
Review. Vol.72, No. 1 (2011).
58
See Goldsmith, Stephen, and Eggers, William. Governing by Network. 2004. p.7.
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“rigidly hierarchical organizations directed trough top-down decision-making is likely to be
ineffective”59. Similarly, Peter Bogason and Julieth Musso60 state that hierarchies, even if
they are decentralized, cannot handle the complexity of contemporary world. Bogason and
Musso´s argument serve as a foundation for letting human social systems to self-organize,
because self-organization does not require that the elements that interact –in this case,
individuals and sociopolitical groups- have global information or coordination. O´Toole
and Meier61 claim that this complexity forces policy networks to add more actors to
regulatory processes, tilting the balance of power, and making those regulatory processes to
complexify62. Not in a pejorative sense, though. For this reason, it could be said that public
management is turning to more anarchic forms of policy making, since having one central
controller is starting to be conceived as incompatible with the complexity of human social
systems.
Some management authors, such as Eve Mitleton63 and Robert Lewin et al.64
recognize that organizations have nonlinear interactions carried out by numerous elements
that are continuously changing and adapting, thus, they state that organizations are complex
adaptive systems. If political regimes were conceived like this, then the possibility for the
self-organization of human sociopolitical interactions would easily arise because complex
adaptive systems are continuously exchanging information with their environments. This
could imply that the traditional boundary that exists between the political society and the
civil society would blur.
An important theme of discussion for the literature revision is the study of the role
of information networks in the structures of political regimes. The reason is that in this
monograph it is claimed that political systems are computational systems due to how they
process information when transforming inputs into decisions in order to achieve their
59

See Meek et.al. “Complex Systems, Governance and Policy”. Emergence: Complexity and Organizations.
Vol.1, No. 2 (2007). p.25.
60
See Bogason, Peter and Musso, Julieth. “The Democratic Prospects of Network Governance”. The
American Review of Public Administration. Vol. 36, No. 3 (2006). p.14.
61
Compare O´Toole, Laurence and Meier, Kenneth. “Desperately Seeking Selznick: Cooptation and the Dark
Side of Public Management in Networks”. Public Administration Review. Vol. 64, No. 6 (2004).
62
Compare O Toole, Laurence. “Shaping Formal Networks Through the Regulatory Processes”.
Administration and Society. Vol. 36, No. 2 (2004).
63
Compare Mitleton-Kelly, Eve. Complex Systems and Evolutionary Perspectives of Organizations: The
Application of Complexity Theory to Organizations. 2003.
64
Compare Lewin et.al. “Complexity Theory and the Organization: Beyond the Metaphor”. Complexity.
Vol.3, No. 4 (1998).
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function of organizing human social systems. Christian Fuchs65 was, by far, who came
closest to the problem addressed in this work, despite that he centers his attention in
political systems and not in their relation to human social systems. Fuchs argues that
political systems are formed by certain structures that organize power by permitting and
constraining the behavior of individuals in human social systems. He also states that thanks
to the complexity that characterizes political systems, they are self-organized in the form of
arrangements –i.e., structures and rules- that dynamically develop, change and adapt.
However, Fuchs gives too much credit to the current role of self-organization in political
systems –which, in reality, is not as self-organized as the paper exposes, because great part
of the dynamics of political systems obey to top-down arrangements, instead of bottom-up
synthesis. Peter Dittrich and Lars Winter66 went a step farther designing a chemical-based
catalytic network model for understanding how political systems process information and
studied possible hidden structures in the institutions in charge of the decision-making
processes in political systems, which lead them to assimilate political systems with a
chemical reaction. This approach is very similar to a paper by Gary Gemmill and Charles
Smith67, who proposed a model that supports the need of letting human sociopolitical
interactions self-organize in their dynamic environments. They stated that organizations are
not static, thus, could be assimilated with Ilya Prigogine´s dissipative structures68. That is,
complex structures that exist in non-equilibrium environments and are continuously
exchanging matter and energy (information) with them, acquiring their dynamic stability
from that process. Gemmill and Smith show interest in how transformations occur in
organizations and although they do not refer to any specific type of institution, their
emphasis on how organizations react as dissipative structures when facing structural
transformations after suffering perturbations coming from the outside is very enlightening.
After all, as Camanzine et al claim, “open systems, in which there is a continual influx of

65

Compare Fuchs, Christian. The Political System as a Self-Organizing Information System. In Cybernetics
and Systems. 2004.
66
Compare Dittrich, Peter, y Lars Winter. “Chemical Organization in A Toy Model of the Political System”
ECCS´07. 2007.
67
Compare Gemmill, Gary, and Smith, Charles. “A Dissipative Structure Model of Organization
Transformation”. Human Relations. Vol. 38, No. 8 (1985).
68
Compare too Prigogine, Ilya. Thermodinamic of Irreversible Processes. 1955.
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energy or matter, reactions occur far from chemical equilibrium, and structures emerge
through interactions obeying nonlinear kinetics”. 69
For closing this chapter, it is important to stress that, on one side, complexologists
have studied organizations but barely within a political framework. On the other side, it is
clear that scholars of politics and complexity continue to study political regimes without
deeply considering how their structural properties affect the dynamics and the tendency to
self-organize of human social systems. Furthermore, some theorist find limitations in the
traditional organizational structures of political regimes, but most of them are still thinking
in organizing social systems by means of top-down control. In sum, there is a conceptual
vacuum here given that the function of political systems and their regimes is finding
optimal solutions to the organization of human socials systems, but political science has not
been very concerned about looking for better ways to organize the latter, despite the many
disadvantages of top-down control -which will be listed in the following chapter. In
addition to this, political science has not approached very profoundly the sciences of
complexity for acknowledging the complex nature of the systems that political regimes
organize. It is not surprising to find sparse literature that properly addresses how political
regimes (and political systems) do not allow the self-organization of human social systems,
and that when it comes to visualizing the complexity of their sociopolitical interactions, the
majority of authors ignore that such complexity arises from the complex nature of the
individuals and their interactions, but not precisely because political regimes know how to
deal with complexity. This is why most political science authors are still thinking in terms
of governments, public policies, laws, election and voting dynamics.

69

See Camanzine et.al. Self-Organization in Biological Systems. p. 29
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3. COMPLEXITY IN HUMAN SOCIAL SYSTEMS

This chapter presents the necessity of opening political regimes to the self-organization of
human social systems. It is claimed that political regimes should be complexified until
reaching a point where there is not a difference between the political and the civil society.
In the short term, this could be seen as gradualist. However, it should be understood within
a longue durée proposal, intended to avoid disruptive situations that might come after
amplified sociopolitical fluctuations. The second section of the chapter discusses
sociopolitical self-organization starting from the theory of self-organization in biological
systems.

3.1. EXTRAPOLATING THE LIFE-LIKE PROPERTIES OF HUMAN SOCIAL
SYSTEMS TO POLITICAL REGIMES: THE RISE OF SOCIOPOLITICAL SELFORGANIZATION

Human social systems are complex systems characterized by nonlinear and diverse
interactions. They can be described in terms of biological systems because they are systems
that present life-like properties. For instance, they are open, dynamic, adaptive, far-fromequilibrium and present evolutionary dynamics, thus, they can learn, are continuously
changing and by no means their future states are previously fixed. Indeed, their
decentralized nature makes them close to being anarchic entities because they can make
organized patterns to emerge without any top-down control or central authority.
Additionally, they are capable of synthetizing their dynamics of self-*control intrinsically
to their self-organization.
In contrast with the life-like properties of human social systems, classical political
regimes do not self-organize (besides not letting human social systems do so) because they
are linear, instead of non-linear; they cannot be described in terms of biological properties
but using terms from classical physics (Newtonian physics 70); they do not adapt; are very
static; closed; and have defined boundaries with their environments (human social
70

Compare Ma, Shun-Yun. “Political Science at the Edge of Chaos? The Paradigmatic Implications of
Historical Institutionalism” . International Political Science Review. Vol. 28, No. 1 (2007).
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systems). Additionally, rather than being far-from-equilibrium, they are stationary;
centralized; cannot be described with life-like properties; and are teleologically oriented.
But, most importantly, they do not self-organize. Coercion is the replacement of
cooperation in political regimes; and their evolutionary dynamics are present in the form of
lengthy and out of date formal processes –that are strictly hierarchical. This means that the
organization of human social systems is made by systems that oppose their own dynamics.
As a consequence, great part of the complexity that emerges from bottom-up interactions in
human social systems is eliminated or, at least, restricted and constrained by them.
Clearly, when political regimes intervene in the organization of human social
systems, they leave no space for self-organized sociopolitical dynamics to emerge –or for
complexity to peacefully bifurcate. Given that the natures of human social systems and
political regimes are too different, regimes push human social systems beyond the edge of
chaos, where organization is just an unachievable goal (figure 12).

Figure 12. The Edge of Chaos
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Source: Adapted from Maldonado, Carlos Eduardo and Gómez Cruz, Nelson Alfonso, El Mundo de
las Ciencias de la Complejidad. (2011). p.15

For counteracting this situation, the complexity of political regimes could be
augmented, for generating organized global patterns in human social systems. It should be
clarified that the structure referred to here as emergent coherent global patterns is not related
to any historically or power-related imposed idea such as nation-states (however, it could be a
community) and that local interactions are not necessarily geographically-based. Coherent
patterns can only be achieved if human social systems are allowed to self-organize, i.e., by
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means of the self-organization of their sociopolitical interactions. Because despite that selforganization occurs at the edge of chaos, the order that it produces is in the realm of the
organized71.
Table 272 presents some of the modes of complexity that could be considered for
complexifying regimes. An interplay between these modes of complexity, augmenting the
importance of citizen´s direct participation mechanisms and breaking the barrier there is
between the political and the civil society could lead towards human social systems finally
able to self-organize.
As it was suggested when mentioning the modes of complexity, increasing the
complexity of political regimes can be understood, in the short term, as analogue to
decentralizing them. As discussed in previous chapters, the network approaches of new
public management point to decentralization as a reality. Thereby, it appears that there is
already a tendency in regimes to complexify.
One way to accelerate the process would be by thinking which dynamics in
political regimes could facilitate sociopolitical self-organization, for instance, the life-like
properties73 intrinsic to human social systems, and extrapolate them to the structures, rules
and dynamics of political regimes. Political regimes could also incorporate into their formal
mechanics the self-assemble and self-disassemble of other structures and rules coming as
positive feedback loops from human social systems. These two properties could make that
the interactions between the elements of political regimes and human social system would
shape the structure, rules and, ultimately, the dynamics of regimes without resorting to any
formal procedure or without limiting the elements that interact in them. Basically, it is
important to think in non-fixed topologies and in the absence of supreme laws of general
application, such as constitutions, for reducing the chances of emergence of violent vias for
opposing formal top-down institutions.
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Compare Kauffman. At Home in the Universe: The Search for the Laws of Self-Organization and
Complexity.
72
The definitions were taken from Rescher, Nicholas. Complexity: A Philosophical Overview. 1989.
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Self-*properties are certain characteristics, behaviors or features that living systems and life-like systems
present without the need of any external help. The descriptions were taken from Lordache, Octavian. SelfEvolvable Systems. 2012. And Mitchell, Melanie. “Complex Systems: Network Thinking”. 2006. Electronic
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Table 2. Modes of Complexity.

Source: Author s own elaboration.

Additionally, these structures, dynamics and rules could self-configure and selfreconfigure, adjusting the parameters or geometry of the regime and modifying its behavior
when required or desired. In few words, it would be important to think in global patterns
that emerge out of local interactions without any global coordination -not even leadership.
The fact that each node and subnetwork of political regimes could decide which links and
subnetworks form or break, immediately, opens the door for who can be part of decisionmaking processes of political systems, i.e., it could bring down the barrier that currently
exists between the civil society and the political society, pushing them closer to becoming
one single networked entity. However, the latter does not necessarily mean the absence of
basic principles for self-organizing human interactions.
Self-organization in living organisms uses constrains in the form of positive and
negative feedback loops. Translated into political regimes this could be expressed in local
arrangements that rearrange and eliminate failing nodal interactions and develop protection
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and immune mechanisms from the bottom-up, avoiding reappearances of equal or similar
nature of the failures, and preventing that particular connections or clusters generate failure
cascades -only with the use of local information. It would be very interesting for the
combination of the civil and the political society, if increasing the importance of direct
citizen´s participation mechanisms, would generate an emergent pattern capable of selfdiagnosing, self-repairing and self-healing thanks to its decentralized dynamics that provide
local information. Having simple basic protocols for interacting socio-politically would
make the structures, rules and dynamics resulting from the interplay of human social
systems and political regimes more robust because they would function over adaptive
principles. Thus, robustness, with its foundations on flexibility, could make coherent
patterns to emerge. Coherent patterns would imply that disruption would not be the result
of the dynamism of the environment. Nevertheless, for this scenario to be possible, regimes
need to open to new types of nodal connections, structures, rules and dynamics.
Augmenting their modes of complexity points exactly in that direction.
The idea is that, after breaking the barrier, political regimes could consider
sociopolitical self-organization as valid as their traditional mechanisms of organization.
And despite that regimes and human social systems would not behave as a sole
collectiveness of nodes or as a single network, it would be interesting to generate
interdependent dynamics that could increase their network consciousness (being aware that
local interactions can have chaotic effects).
It is highly plausible that with this interplay between semi-formal institutions and
self-organized dynamics, in the long term, the top-down control mechanisms of
organization that political regimes use and their tree topologies will be replaced by
structures, rules and dynamics that instead of being previously fixed in an organizational
chart or constitution, would be dynamic, evolvable and, specially, synthetized from the
bottom-up.
The self-*properties of living and life-like systems translated to the structures,
rules and dynamics of political regimes would not counteract the natural tendency towards
self-organization of human social systems. Instead, it would bring better possibilities for
finding optimal solutions to the problems that political systems face when they compute the
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inputs of human social systems. Self-organization as a reality in complex systems validates
the absence of ruling authorizes in the life-like systems that human social systems are.

3.2. SELF-ORGANIZING HUMAN SOCIOPOLITICAL INTERACTIONS

This section discusses two books that have studied self-organization in living
systems, At Home in the Universe74, by Stuart Kauffman and Self-Organization in
Biological Systems75, by Scott Camanzine et al., and extrapolates their concepts and
theories about self-organization to the study of how human social systems should selforganize their sociopolitical interactions and how sociopolitical self-organization is
possible, plausible and preferable.
Stuart Kauffman is a theoretical biologist that has dedicated the last decades to the
study of the laws of complexity and self-organization. He proposed the idea of order for
free, which stresses that under certain parameters in -non-linear- systems composed by
many elements, self-organized patterns naturally emerge 76. Patterns refer to “an organized
arrangement of objects in space and time”. 77 They include global structures, rules or
dynamics resulting from interactions that (self-) organize without any external intervention.
But patterns can also arise from defined, predictable sources. For instance, in contemporary
world the interplay of rigid political regimes imposing order upon human social systems
makes nation-states and the concept of citizenship to emerge as global patterns.
Coherent and organized patterns in complex systems emerge non-teleologically
from non-fixed interactions. The nation state and being a citizen are previously fixed
patterns, since individuals cannot decide whether to be included or not in their flows and
dynamics. Nonetheless, following the definition of patterns in complex systems, nationstates and being an obligated citizen are not precisely organized emergencies. The reason is
that the complexity of systems is attributed to the nonlinear emergencies they produce. So,
when global patterns are expected in complex systems, the interactions that produce them
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become a closed end in itself that block the natural flow of self-organization that could
have make something truly organized to arise. In complex systems, pattern formation
should be achieved without the intervention of any outsider, as Camanzine et al claim. Yet,
political regimes (the political society, external entities) look to organize human social
systems (the civil society) to form nation-states by means of top-down control.
Self-organization is possible in complex systems with large number of elements
that share common properties, like being part of a species or community -despite individual
diversity and heterogeneity. Camanzine et al. use fish schools for explaining why selforganized patterns are natural emergences in these type of systems, but the idea can be
extrapolated to human social systems:
[…] in schools or [communities] containing thousands [or millions] of fish [or humans], it is
inconceivable either that one supervisory individual [president, king, emperor, etc.] could monitor
everybody´s position and broadcast the moment-by-moment instructions needed to maintain the
school´s [nation-state´s] spatial structure, or that individual fish within the school [citizens] could
monitor the movements of the leader and follow accordingly. Coherence is achieved, instead, by
each fish gathering information only about its nearest neighbors and responding accordingly. 78

The question that rises is why, if humans present more complexity than fish,
political regimes insist on organizing them with the use of leaders and top-down control.
Undoubtedly, the best via would lie on information gathered in local interactions of
individuals or groups, i.e., self-organization. Indeed, Camanzine et al. claim that “one of the
mayor problems associated with having a complex system run by a central authority is that
it requires both an effective communication network among individuals and sophisticate
cognitive abilities by the central planner” 79.
Self-organized –obviously, decentralized- coordination is, indeed, a better
alternative in complex systems, given that no individual in a complex system, not even
leaders, can have complete knowledge about everything that is occurring in them at every
moment. Camanzine et al. claim that decision-making processes in social animals involve
so many interactions that are non-intuitive. Clearly, an argument against organizing human
social systems in a top-down fashion by means of tree topologies with leaders that
selectively transform inputs into decisions.
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Stuart Kauffman favors democracy80 as “the best way to solve complex
problems”81 (in human social systems). However, without noticing it, he provides a very
good argument against democracy when he refers to how space states in complex systems
are too huge to be calculated. The space state conveys all the possible set of behaviors that
a system can adopt. For the case of human social systems, their space state is so immense –
or hyperastronimical, as Kauffman names them- that trying to define one and only one by
means of a central authority is absurd. Especially because systems with hyperastronimical
possible space states are extremely unpredictable.
As a mental experiment to illustrate the problem addressed in this monograph, lets
imagine a nation-state conformed by N=3 communities, P, Q and R. Each community is
formed by N´=50 individuals. Each individual interacts with others inside their own
communities, but, at the same time, they interact with individuals of other communities.
They can form groups at meso-levels and interact as groups, even outside of their
community. Communities can interact between them and they can also form groups and
interact with other groups of communities too, but they can also interact with groups and
individuals as well. Figure 13 illustrates this example.
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Figure 13. Interactions at micro, meso and macro-levels.

Individual-Individual
Individual-Groups of (I)
Individuals-Community
Individual-Group (C)
Group (I)-Group (I)
Group (I)-Community
Group (I)-Group (C)
Community-Community
Community-Group (C)
Groups of (C)-Groups of (C)
Non-directed relations

Source: Author s own elaboration.

Now, let us dramatically reduce the complexity of the interactions of our
theoretical nation-state and imagine that each individual only interacts with individuals in
their communities in the form of the basic structure of human interactions (figure 10,
directed triangles) and that the latter are isolated, meaning that the behavior of each
individual is influenced by inputs coming only from 2 other individuals, and that this is the
unique way in which each individual interact. If we take Kauffman´s space states and
calculate the value for each theoretical community, the result would be defined by 2 50. That
is, 1.125.899.906.842.624 possible forms of relations, only considering this hypersimplistic example of real life. Hence, it is inevitable to question: which optimization
procedure based on deliberation processes between humans selected by means of influence
and popularity within a organizational network structure shaped as a tree topology for
favoring the formal computational dynamics of modern democracies can handle such
number of space states?. In other words, which leader or representatives can be aware of
such hyperastronimical number of possibilities in order to choose the best?
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Besides leaders, Camanzine et al. speak of alternatives sources of order to selforganization, such as blueprints, recipes and templates. According to their descriptions of
the latter, templates can be assimilated as a constitution because they guide the definition of
the pattern. Blueprints resemble laws because they specify what should be built -what type
of society we want. And recipes, the “sequential instructions that precisely specify the
spatial and temporal action of the individual s contribution to the whole pattern” 82,
assertively define what codes or statutes are. There are also, of course, external forces that
shape the top-down organization of human social systems such as international treaties and
agreements. The point of this analogy relies on stressing how the organization of human
social systems is tried to be achieved step-by-step by, basically, every possible alternative
to self-organization: leaders, blueprints, templates and recipes. At the same time. The main
reason for preferring self-organization to the latter alternatives is how improbable it is for
leaders, recipes, blueprints and templates to coordinate so many interactions and elements
in human social systems.
Another negative aspect of the alternatives to self-organization is how they
regulate interactions ex-post using an evolutionary speed that is not synchronized with the
velocity of changes in human social systems. As an example, contemporary political
regimes regulate homosexual relations millennia after they started. This is not very
coherent. If sociopolitical interactions were self-organized, it would be possible to
implement the previously mentioned basic protocols of interactions open to changes in
social systems at the moment when they occur. Even better, this protocols do not need even
to formally exist.
For instance, in a global system composed by communities P, Q and R, each
interaction or subnetwork within them could have its own values, principles and basic
protocols that provide positive feedback loops while working as attractors in the
interactions between communities. Positive feedback loops, as Kauffman states, are the
main responsible for making systems to change, adapt and evolve, while negative
feedbacks try to keep the systems in their current states or pull them back to their original
one by avoiding or reducing the effects of fluctuations. Kauffman stresses that, in complex
environments, systems must be stable enough to support random fluctuations, but not too
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static that any minimal fluctuation would make the system to collapse. This is the kind of
environment where sociopolitical self-organization can prosper. Basic protocols in selforganized interactions could produce coherent, yet flexible, arrangements in an interplay
between positive and negative feedbacks that may lead to the emergence of organized
global patterns in human social systems. It would be preferable, of course, if these were
bioethically-grounded and had only a minimum level of complexity. They could combine
and give rise to other protocols, open to new diversities and that also co-evolve as
responding differently to the tuning their parameters.
Camanzine et al. mention that complex systems must have tunable parameters,
from where their flexibility emerges. It is valid to think which could be the ones of human
social systems that could allow them to evolve their own dynamics of (self-) organization.
Even, maybe, institutions, but without institutionalism becoming an obstacle for the
emergence of organized patterns. Without doubt, this corresponds better with the complex
nature of human social systems than leaders, blueprints, recipes and templates.
Self-organized sociopolitical interactions would be a mutation in cultural evolution
that may simplify the rules of interactions in human social systems. In that way, new
diversity in the latter would not need to enter political systems as inputs in order to be
legitimated. A simple data base of basic protocols, some of them working as attractors, yet
open to transformations and, mostly, to new emergencies, would anticipate the
incorporation of more diversity and complexity to the social systems. Just like natural
selection has made with genomic information in living organisms 83. Because although the
behavior of complex systems can be coupled by attractors that can produce order in very
large systems, this works, mostly, if they are small, thus, negative feedbacks in the simple
rules of interactions (such as the respect for life and life´s dignity) can sustain the stability
needed to self-organize complex human social systems in even more complex and dynamic
environments. Indeed, self-organization in dynamical environments requires both, positive
and negative feedback loops, to maintain the internal coherence of the systems and to allow
perturbations, changes and harmonic fluctuations to take place.
There are two types of perturbations that can affect systems (in this case, political
regimes): internal and external. Political regimes have such intrinsic duality when
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responding to internal and external perturbations, that their structures and rules are
designed for strengthening the barrier between the political and the civil society. For
instance, if an external perturbation changes the global pattern of political regimes, they
behave as chaotic systems producing dysfunctional behaviors –especially if the top-node is
attacked –or killed. On the contrary, when an internal perturbation changes a pattern in the
regime, it behaves as a completely organized system because, in many cases, the system
remains the same. In this case, negative feedback outweighs positive feedbacks because
regimes respond as completely ordered systems. The latter case can be understood better
thinking about internal cascades of corruptions, which are usually ignored for a longue
period outside of political regimes. This duality in responses makes the organization of
political regimes unreliable because it divides more the civil and the political society,
inhibiting the possibility of human social systems to self-organize. The reason is that
positive feedback loops coming from individuals outside the regimes are barely integrated
into the global formation of the pattern, unless they formally enter political systems. This is
why political regimes need to increase their structural, compositional, functional and
operational complexity for individuals to participate directly in local decision-making
processes.
Kauffman points out that one feature that controls if attractors make systems to
behave as organized systems, chaotic or at the edge of chaos is having defined basic
protocols for the functioning of the elements interacting. Fundamentally, rules defined by
and (˄) and or (˅) relations produce order. The rest may lead to chaotic dynamics. This is
an argument against the current systems of laws in political regimes, which get too
complicated by adding new laws and codes and statutes, some of them derogating others,
replacing them, invalidating them, etc. Maybe, systems of rules defined by 1s and 0s would
facilitate the interactions of human social systems at every scale. They could easily be
coded in the data bases of the protocols underlining the dynamics of the sociopolitical and
computational processes. This may function similarly to Internet, which has basic classical
topologies as its core and, yet, it is the most complex artificial system invented to date. This
can lead towards better communication dynamics that result in more coherent global
patterns.
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An interesting way to solve problems related to the overlapping of rules that
organize human social systems could be eliminating the artificial boundaries of States,
triggering cascades of self-organized diversity through networks of migration, technology,
trade, culture, etc. This would increase the complexity of human interactions until they
reach a point where hierarchies -and their capacity to organize social systems in a top-down
fashion- would be reduced to a non-elegant feature of the past.
Kauffman attributes the emergence of order in systems that co-exist within
complex environments to collective dynamics of networks that arise spontaneously. At the
same time, he attributes self-organization to evolution by natural selection –as well as
Camanzine et al. Communities of humans should use this knowledge to turn towards
human social systems that manage to generate organized patterns from the self-organization
of their sociopolitical interactions, as a sophisticated evolution in cultural selection that
could counteract the many disadvantages that regimes with tree topologies imply. It is very
probable that the self-organization of sociopolitical interactions makes clusters of
individuals (communities) and clusters of communities to emerge. As interactions would
not be previously fixed, they may be formed by preferential attachment. This is why
complex network structures may be the emergent pattern of sociopolitical self-organization.
Complex networks have a rich diversity of subnetworks that corresponds with the
community diversity of human social systems. Biological organisms provide the best
inspiration for organizing human social systems because the latter are complex systems and
present life-like properties. But, most importantly, because living organisms have been
solving optimization problems for millions of years 84, many of them related to their
structural and dynamical optimization. –the main concerns of decision-making processes in
political systems.
In sum, the self-organization of human sociopolitical interactions should be
allowed so that coherent organized global patterns emerge. A good way to encourage
sociopolitical self-organization would be ending with the barrier between the political and
the civil society. Political regimes do not need to impose upon or top-down control human
social systems to organize them, because they already have their own internal dynamics of
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self-*control, due to self-organization. Decentralized control is, by far, the best way to
organize complex systems, but, even there, control should come from internal interactions,
instead of imposed by any external entity. This is why augmenting the number, scopes and
importance of direct citizen participation mechanisms would be a suitable alternative for
triggering the decentralization of political regimes and, ultimately, sociopolitical selforganization. Although transforming political regimes from the inside by having the
diversity of human social systems as an excuse would also help to augment their
complexity. Whatever is used to do so, any self-organized via would be much better than
top-down traditional forms of organizing social systems. Including the veiled mechanisms
of coercion of representative democracies such as elections and voting dynamics.
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4. HOW

CLASSICAL

POLITICAL

REGIMES

INHIBIT

THE

SELF-

ORGANIZATION OF HUMAN SOCIAL SYSTEMS. TOP-DOWN CONTROL
THROUGHOUT HISTORY

This chapter illustrates how classical political regimes are far from properly organizing
human social systems or allowing the latter to self-organize. The basic power structures of
classical political regimes that shaped western´s political history are illustrated and some of
the disadvantages of organizing human social systems by means of top-down control are
explored. Additionally, it is speculated which could be the emergent global pattern of
sociopolitical self-organization.
Throughout history, political regimes have had structures, rules and dynamics
whose properties block and inhibit the emergence of sociopolitical self-organization –at
least without being equivalent to rebellion, insurrection or subversion or provided with the
need of entering the computation of political systems as inputs. One reason for this is that
regimes have never been structured outside of the guidelines of tree topologies and their
top-down mechanisms of control, despite the apparent structural and dynamical changes
that have occurred along the centuries in terms of moving among various political systems.
In reality, as it will be exemplified, the latter does not imply any real transformation
regarding the way in which political regimes try to organize human social systems: by
imposing control upon them.
For instance, western classical political history started with the Greeks and the
polis around the fifth century BCA. Two of the most important Greek polis were Athens
and Sparta. Both organized human social systems with top-down control -feasible to be
described by tree topologies. Sparta´s architecture (figure 14b), an aristocratic-monarchy,
had Spartans at the top node of the topology directing the transmission of information along
the core channel. Some groups under the yoke of Spartans could not intervene at all in
political life. Athens (figure 14a) was a democracy. It had an assembly of citizens (the
ecclesia) with a daily-changed president and, in an inferior level, there were some
magistrates. Citizens of Athens gathered around to discuss and decide about Athens’s
organization in the public arena (the agora). However, women, men under 18, slaves,
foreigners and men without military training were not citizens, thus, they could not
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participate in decision-making processes. They were simply top-down organized. The
Roman civilization is another milestone of political history. Rome underwent many
different faces. It was a monarchy, a republic and an empire 85. The three periods obey to
top-down control modes of organizing human social systems, as figures 14c, 14d, 14e
illustrate. The fall of the Roman Empire left profound voids in power-holding, economy
direction and cultural crises that lead territories to experience a privatization of political
power in the hands of feudal lords (counts, dukes and princes), who were, at the same time,
subordinated to the authority of the king, who had very strong political relations with the
church. Non-secular political power was typical of the middle-ages, in as much that it
sustained the separated social classes of Feudalism, commonly represented with pyramids
similar to figure 14f.
Basically, in the middle-ages there were polyarchic governments (monarchs) and
religious authorities with administrative and jurisdictional aptitudes 86. At the beginning of
modern political thought, monarchies unified the feudalist world of medieval politics in the
figure of national states. States became the new higher authority, in replace of god 87,
occupying the main direction of the organization of human social systems under their
control.
Thomas Hobbes in his book Leviathan88 supports top-down mechanisms for
organizing human social systems. Hobbes proposed the idea of states as big entities with
the right of imposing themselves upon human social systems by means of the monopoly of
violence. For him, the absence of coercive regimes would give rise to what he named the
state of nature89, a disorganized stage of human social systems previous to the ruling of
states –clearly, Hobbes was not aware of the virtues of self-organization.
In the eighteen century, the United States of America promulgated the first
constitution where the supreme authority was not a monarch but an elected president,
instituting the modern base for contemporary representative democracies 90. John Stuart
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Mill91 lived during that time and despite that for him the ideal form of government was
representative democracy (figure 14g), he saw that regimes could easily turn into a majority
tyranny or in a system that reproduces exploitation patterns towards the mass by the
minority that holds power and properties –and he was right. It could be said that
representative democracies do not organize human social systems with top-down control
because governors are elected bottom-up. Moreover, that in such regimes decisions are not
implemented in a top-down fashion since they are backed by citizens and policy formation
is an integral process. However the civil society has very restricted vias for acting as
positive feedback loops to the authoritarian decisions that result from decision-making
processes, in comparison to the ones of the political society.
Dictatorships are taken to practice trough political regimes with only one
individual occupying the node on top of the structure (figure 14h). Dictatorships have a
rigid core channel and strict control mechanisms. Usually, only one party or group holds
political power and orders have to be top-down complied, whether individuals belong or
not to the topology or only to the social systems under its control.
Welfare States started to develop in the form of representative democracies after
the Cold-War, many of them with prime ministers, parliaments, councils or cameras (figure
14i). Presumably, these States focus on guaranteeing social rights to individuals through the
creation of specific institutions for doing so and by increasing the influence of syndicates,
citizens´ participation mechanisms, and guarantied public services, health, education,
among others. Also, in principle, they allow positive feedback loops coming from the civil
society. In the twenty-first century many supranational institutions and cross-national
organizations were created for guarantying such rights. Nonetheless, there is still a longue
path to cover before this can be completely accomplished. Sociopolitical self-organization
can reduce the time.
Today, the world is still state-centric, but the tendency is to lowering the
importance of states as the local revitalizes at global scales 92 giving rise to more networked
structures that emerge from local interactions. The scopes of sociopolitical self-
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organization will not be complete until institutionalism cease to exist as the only way in
which sociopolitical interactions are validated. Because historically, political thought has
emphasized on the need of governments and formal institutions, lowering the importance of
self-organized sociopolitical interactions taking place in human social systems or outside
political regimes, augmenting the chances of emergence of actors that with the wrong
mechanisms try to be included in the computational processes of political systems. In few
words, political regimes are the main cause of disorder and political violence around the
world because governments ignore that the institutionalization of politics (politiké) is just
one aspect of political dimensions.
Resorting to the beginning of western classical political thought, the Greeks were
aware that politics extends beyond institutions to a more social framework, where it is the
common world a society builds together, independent to one form a form of government or
another –or to the absence of one. This is politics as politéia, which refers to cooperation
and consensus and includes all ethical, administrative, social, philosophical, educational,
scientific, aesthetical and religious aspects of societies, as Carlos Eduardo Maldonado93
states. Therefore, the term sociopolitical encompasses, basically, every aspect of human life
that can be subject of been seen politically (in the sense of politéia). As a matter of fact,
sociopolitical self-organization could be the best expression of a politéia.
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Besides libertarian socialists there also exist authoritarian socialists. What
distances them from anarchists is that the latter do not sympathize with top-down control
and neither with the idea of governors. Karl Marx94 and Friedrich Engels95 were
authoritarian socialists and two of the fathers of communism. They made a very similar
critique to capitalist modes of production, as the one that John Stuart Mill made to
representative democracy. Authoritarian socialists did not agree with economic power
being held in only few hands and wanted people to revolt against the rich minority, in order
to replace them. In respect to political regimes, they claimed that a communist economic
system would conduct states to disappear because there would not exist anymore a class to
oppress, since the majority of individuals, the proletariat, would hold some type of power.
Mijail Bakunin, another of the greatest exposures of Anarchism, agreed with their critique.
For Bakunin, states create and guaranty the permanent existence of a governmental
aristocracy opposed to the people. However, Bakunin claimed that the dictatorship of the
proletariat would organize human social systems, anyway, by means of a top-down power
structure -with the slightly difference that the nature of the individuals on top would
change96. Bakunin´s critique became a reality when the soviets led the Bolsheviks to power
and they became a closed and unique party ruling the Soviet Union for some decades97 and
when the communist Cuban revolution led towards a one-party democracy. Serge Galam
explains that this happened because communist organizations are grounded over democratic
centralism, “which is nothing else than a tree-like hierarchy”.98
In short, political regimes have varied along the centuries but no profound
transformation in the way in which human social systems are organized has taken place.
The only changes that have occurred relate to subtleties like how individuals get or are
placed at the top nodes of the topology –but, mostly, who they are. This means that history
has always relapsed on structures, rules and dynamics that do not reflect the complexity of
human social systems and that constraint sociopolitical self-organization.
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The anarchist proposal is the closest that human social systems can get to the selforganization of their sociopolitical interactions, given that their structural and dynamical
properties are very close to each other 99 (figure 15), yet, anarchism has always been
pejoratively seen. Nevertheless, it is hoped that complexologists realize how the sciences of
complexity, the study of complex systems and the theory of self-organization inevitably
lead towards anarchic forms of sociopolitical organization and interactions.

Figure 15. Anarchy and social networks.
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Source: Author s own elaboration.

Many disadvantages can be named in relation to organizing human social systems
in a top-down fashion. For instance, being part of the political society becomes an end in
itself because the individuals and groups occupying the nodes on top of the topology or
those directly linked with the core channel have comparative benefits in relation the rest
nodes of the topology but, especially, in comparison to those individuals and groups who
are not part of the topology at all and are ruled by it (the civil society). This increases the
barrier that there is between the political society and the latter, closing even more political
regimes and inhibiting self-organized sociopolitical interactions to prosper. In fact, when
sociopolitical self-organization develops outside of the closed boundaries of political
99

The topology of the social network was reproduced from Advanced Systems Group. Social Network
Analysis. Sentinel Visualizer. Electronic document.
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regimes, it does not have as much importance as the sociopolitical interactions formally
computed by political regimes. In other words, “political authorities tend to generate
increasing return processes” 100 because the power of political regimes self-reinforces,
augmenting the capabilities in life of the nodes on top of the structure at the expense of the
human social systems that they organize. 101. In sum, sociopolitical self-organization would
imply better capabilities for human social systems than the ones allowed by political
regimes, their top-down control and their tree topologies, since inputs would not be
processed selectively.
Another disadvantage of organizing human social systems in a top-down fashion is
the vulnerability of the structure used to do so, i.e., tree topologies. Human social systems
have complex, diverse, noisy and nonlinear sociopolitical dynamics before entering
political systems. And when political regimes try to organize them by implementing the
outputs of political systems through political regimes with tree topologies, their closed
mechanisms remain short. Political regimes need structures capable of not being
overwhelmed by the complexity of human social systems because their rigidness makes
them greatly vulnerable. Classical political regimes lack the adaptive behaviors that make a
system resilient. For instance, a regime structured as a tree topology can collapse if the core
channel or top node is affected or taken down -because all the strength of the architecture
depends on its power core.
Additionally, tree topologies are not the most suitable structure for information
processing in a complex system. It is impossible for a political regime structured as a tree to
be aware of the huge amount of information flowing in human social systems. Selforganized sociopolitical interactions would not present this disadvantage, since they only
require the use of information gathered locally for making organized patterns to emerge.
Because of their top-down organization and their control hierarchies, it is not very
probable that innovation, the engine of cultural evolution, emerges, easily, in classical
political regimes. Control hierarchies imposes barriers to innovation 102 because they base
100

See Ma, Shun-Yun. “Political Science at the Edge of Chaos? The Paradigmatic Implications of Historical
Institutionalism” . (2007). p.61.
101
Capability refers to the possibilities and opportunities of individuals for mobilizing resources and
transform their environments and contextual conditions into ones that allow them to happily and harmonically
exist within them: Compare Sen, Amartya. Development as Freedom. 1999.
102
Compare Abbott, Russ. “Putting Complex Systems to Work”. Complexity. Vol.13, No.2 (2007).
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upon principles of causality and the assumption of linear interactions, which leaves no
room for emergence –and closes the door for self-organization.
Classical political regimes try to set the dynamics of each node of the regime and
of human social systems. And although regimes admit that human social systems change,
they use ex-post formal mechanisms -such as laws and normativity- that incorporate
changes too slowly, in comparison with the velocity of evolution of human social systems.
Co-evolutionary networks of cooperation, labor specialization and trade are a natural
emergence of network exchanges in human social systems 103 when they are not being
constrained by an external entity. Thereby, it would be better not to impose barriers to their
self-organization by means of regimes with tree topologies that block them more than what
they allow them to evolve.
In addition to the latter, “topology has a strong influence on coalition
emergence”.104 And because the tree topologies operate in a top-down fashion, the chances
of presenting failure cascades (figure 16), for instance, in the form of public corruption
increases. Although it is probable that some form of corruption can also emerge in selforganized sociopolitical interactions, the impact would be much lower, since selforganization operates with local exchanges of information. Thus, despite possible chaotic
effects, they would not affect every dimension of human social system.
Complex networks –also called scale free networks- are highly robust and
resilient. Statistically, they can resist random attacks because there is no such thing as a
core channel or a top node with comparative greater importance than the others. This means
that failures in one node, connection or group of them do not necessary affect negatively
the performance of the complete structure.
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Compare Hayek, Friedrich. Law, Legislation, and Liberty. Vol. 2. 1973; Compare Ridley, Matt. The
Rational Optimist: How Prosperoty Evolves. 2010.
104
Compare Norman-Salazar et.al. “Emerging Cooperation on Complex Networks” Proceedings of the 10th
International Conference on Autonomous Systems. (2011)
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Figure 16. Corruption cascades in tree topologies.

Source: Author s own elaboration.

Top-down power structures increase the inequality among individuals and social
systems instead of looking to equally beneficing them105. However, humans ruled by tree
topologies are not the only ones who are negatively affected by top-down organization.
Given that human social systems are organized starting from global ideas about them, their
environments can also be profoundly harmed because

local information about their

ecosystems and its bio-diversity is usually ignored. Organizing social systems in a topdown fashion goes against protecting the dynamic equilibrium of life on Planet Earth.
Summarily, regimes with tree topologies are very restricted, oppose to the
complexity of human social systems 106, to the self-organization of their sociopolitical
interactions and their control hierarchies barely promote positive feedback loops coming
from lower-levels of the structure. Trees may be suitably for local telecommunication
networks and LAN design, but they are not an appropriate topology when it comes to the
organization of human social systems for the many disadvantages that they imply for
human social systems.
The disadvantages mentioned above show that self-organized sociopolitical
interactions have always needed mechanisms inside political regimes to be legitimated,
thus, sociopolitical self-organization has never been a reality. Nevertheless, it is important
to consider that now is the best moment to start, consciously, increasing the complexity of
political regimes because contemporary world is moving away from the time where tree

105
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Compare Hsu, Sara. “The Effect of Political Regimes on Inequality”, 2008. Electronic source.
Compare Banathy, Bela H. Designing Social Systems in a Changing World. 1996.
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topologies could, until certain extent, frame human sociopolitical interactions without
possible chaotic effects. It is also important to consider that human social systems are being
complexified at an accelerating range as microelectronics-based technology increases its
role in sociopolitical development 107 -like Internet and mobile devices. If a change is not
addressed now, then the effects of the strengthened interdependence among human social
systems may overturn against their own evolution. The idea of superior -and
geographically-based- political regimes through which legitimate sociopolitical dynamics
goes against the complexity of contemporary world.
In addition to this, there are non-microelectronics-based technological advances
(and computational systems)

that will influence future decision-making dynamics in

human social systems with scopes that have never been considered before this monograph,
such as computation using biological materials, computation inspired on the functioning of
living systems, living technology, protocells, bio-inspired artificial intelligence, organic
computing and biological hypercomputation108. Hence, top-down organization should be
replaced for structures that flow in harmony with the cultural and technological
transformations that occur in human social systems.
For these reasons, political regimes should avoid structures, rules and dynamics
that prevent them from reflecting the complexity of the social systems they try to organize.
Top-down control expressed in the form of coercive, hierarchical, pyramidal and linear
arrangements by no means recalls the complex nature or the tendency towards selforganization that human social systems present.
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Compare Castells, Manuel, y Gustavo Cardoso. “The Network Society: From Knowledge to Policy” In The
Network Society: From Knowledge to Policy, 2005.
108
This idea developed in conversations with Nelson Alfonso Gómez Cruz and is subject of a work in
progress. The complete list of the biologically-based fields that will influence the future of political systems
computational processes is developed in Gómez-Cruz, Nelson Alfonso. Computación y Vida. Bogotá: Desde
Abajo, 2013.
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5. SELF-ORGANIZED HUMAN SOCIAL SYSTEMS AND POLITICAL
REGIMES WITH COMPLEX NETWORK STRUCTURES: THE
EMERGENCE OF ANARCHY

Up until now it has not been directly stated that the background idea of this monograph is,
indeed, an anarchist proposal based on the properties and behaviors of complex systems. As
stated in the last chapters, anarchic sociopolitical interactions have the only topology and
self-organized dynamics that can reflect the complex nature of the structures and dynamics
of human social systems. Therefore, self-organized sociopolitical interactions would be so
decentralized that, basically, they can only result in govern-less emergent patterns.
Complex networks are the kind of topology provided with the dynamics, diversity,
complexity and organization that might emerge from decentralizing political regimes, after
merging them with human social systems and subsequently to increasing the scopes of
sociopolitical self-organization and complexifying political regimes. Nevertheless, reaching
a point where a political regime co-exists with self-organized sociopolitical interactions
equals to making regimes vanish because no institution can handle such complexity.
Basically, sociopolitical self-organization in a world where politics is understood as a
politéia would imply as much elements and interactions as the ones in human social
systems. This can only be equivalent to an anarchic sociopolitical global pattern.
As shown in figure 10, the basic structure of self-organized social relationships
between humans is a non-directed triangle. Within a sociopolitical context, this triangles
joined together would form similar structures to figure 17. Additionally, links in
sociopolitical self-organization between individuals would be very dynamic because nodes
could create or break connections without restrictions. Therefore, in self-organized
sociopolitical interactions each node would choose where to attach following individual
preferences, optimization and randomness –which is how complex networks are formed109.
In this process, trees may suffer transitions similar to the hybrid networks in next figure, as
they would lose their hierarchical nature and become more heterarchical in mezzo-levels,
before making anarchical global patterns to emerge.
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Compare Barabási, Albert-László. "Network Science: Luck or Reason". Nature 489 (2012): 507-508.
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Figure 17. Hybrid networks resulting from augmenting the
complexity of political regimes.

Source: Author s own elaboration.

In the middle of trees and complex networks there would be many other types of
networks. Since each one, at least in principle, would be self-organized, this situation can
lead towards local optimal computational performances in decision-making processes. And
despite that preferential attachment implies that “nodes with higher degree (of connections)
receive more new links than nodes with lower degrees” 110, this does not means that the
nodes that used to be at the top of the tree would be the ones with more connections 111 since the connectivity of the emergent topology would obey a dynamical topology that
would not be built over top-down dynamics. The possibility, however, cannot be discarded.
110

Compare Mitchell, Melanie. “Complex Systems: Network Thinking”.
For instance, webpages like Google tend to generate more connections in comparison to less connected
webpages, but there is no subordination relation between Google and the webpages attached to it.
111
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Connections grown by preferential attachment are feasible to be described by a
power-law and structured as a complex network. It is highly probable that this global
structure presents self-similar and fractal patterns because self-similarity is a characteristic
of networks grown by preferential attachment.
Self-similarity is a property of fractals112 that refers to how a part of a system
resembles the global structure, but in a smaller scale. Self-similarity can be statistical (table
3)113, as in natural fractals, or exact, as in mathematical fractals (table 4) 114. The type of
self-similarity that may arise with the self-organization of human sociopolitical interactions
will be statistical (table 5b). However, it does not only refer to the emergent structure but
also to the rules and dynamics: among different scales of the complex network, functions,
subnetworks, rules and dynamics could, but not necessarily, be repeated iteratively.

Table 3. Natural fractals: statistical. Self-similarity.

3a Lightning

3e River with tributaries

3b Top of a tree

3f Romanesco coliflower

3c Circulatory sysrtem

3g Fern

3d Bacteria colony

3h Snowflake

Source: Author s own elaboration.
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Fractal geometry is the geometry of natural and living structures, discovered by the mathematician Benoît
Mandelbrot (Mandelbrot, Benoît. La Geometría Fractal de la Naturaleza. 1977) who unified his findings
about general patterns in natural and living structures, giving birth to the geometric study of nature. Natural
and living forms, such as clouds, mountains, seacoasts and lightings cannot be properly be described in terms
of Euclidean Geometry, i.e., the geometry of circles, triangles, squares, cubes and pyramids. The irregular
structures of fractals adds difficulty to the task of locating them into one of the three spatial dimensions of
Euclidian Geometry. Indeed, Mandelbrot coined the name fractal after the latin word fractus, which translates
irregular. Understanding fractality is important for the development of this idea because complex networks
present self-similar patterns, and self-similarity is a distinctive mark of fractal structures.
113
“Lightning”. Electronic document; “Tree”. Electronic document; “Bacteria colony” Electronic document;
“River and tributaries”; “Romanesco coliflower”. Electronic document; “Fern”. Electronic document;
“Snowflake”. Electronic document.
114
“Sierpinski triangle”. Electronic document; Koch snowflake”. Electronic document; Mandelbrot set”.
Electronic document; Fractal fern; Fibonacci fractal”. Electronic document; Julia set”. Electronic document.
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Table 4. Computer-generated fractals: exact self-similarity.

4a step by step iterated
Sierpinski Triangle

4b Koch Snowflake

4d Fractal Fern

4e Fibonacci Fractal

4c Mandelbrot set

4f Julia Set

1:6d

1:6h

Source: Author s own elaboration.

Summarily, with time, hybrid networks that present fractal patterns (table-5b) and
grown by preferential attachment will continue to non-linearize their self-organized
dynamics in such way that they will give rise to complex network structures 115 (table 5c).
Complex networks resulting from sociopolitical self-organization, in principle, would allow
every individual of human social systems to participate directly in decision-making
processes in various networks at the time, eliminating the necessity of delegating
participation in the name of representatives that, in most cases, are not very representative.
Complex networks also imply better computational performances in decisionmaking processes because the information used in the interactions that generate them are
local, which reduces noise, failures and short views in decision-making processes, a very
common situation that takes place when global views are assumed. This could lead towards
better ways of organizing human social systems than when regimes use top-down control,
leaders, templates and recipes, pretending to have a global view about them.

115

Compare Barabási, "Network Science: Luck or Reason". (2012).
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Table 5: Preferential attachment and statistical self-similarity
preceding complex networks.

5a Preferential attachment

5b. Statistical
self-similarity

5c. Complex network

Source: Author s own elaboration.

The self-organization that would make anarchy and complex networks to emerge
(anarchic complex networks) can lead towards the disappearing of political regimes. In
part, the transition could take place undercovered and from their inside. This may not be as
fast as wished because it implies to have the current states of the world as the initial
conditions116. However, as Kauffman117 states, random fluctuations can be amplified by
positive feedback-loops, independently of the latter, meaning that starting from trees to
form complex networks by means of increasing the complexity of the dynamics of the first
(and combining them with sociopolitical self-organization) would be no hindrance.
Anyway, the emergent pattern in human social systems would be more adaptive and robust
than actual ones because it could continue working under different parameter ranges given
that complex networks present life-like properties. Thus, they are very adaptive.
Nevertheless, individuals at the top nodes of political regimes and the political society, in
general, do not want regimes to augment their complexity –and neither too many
decentralized dynamics; thus, non-radical transformations may be the most peaceful via
towards letting human social systems self-organize, for preventing that the later use their
capabilities in behalf of not losing the advantages of being positioned in the tree topologies.
116

Nonetheless, this monograph bases on a longue durée approach: Braudel, Fernand. “Histoire et Sciences
Sociales: La longue durée ”. Annales H.S.C. Vol.13, No.4. 1958.
study, i.e., specific events are mostly discarded.
117
Compare Kauffman, Stuart. At Home in the Universe: The Search for the Laws of Self-Organization and
Complexity.
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Complex network structures as the emergent pattern of sociopolitical selforganization would be so vast, diverse, heterogeneous and boundary-less that they would be
human social systems self-controlling, self-evolving, self-configuring, self-reconfiguring
and self-disarranging thanks to the networked interdependence of their self-organized
interactions. It is possible, of course, that hierarchies emerge in some subnetworks, but the
most probable is that they may respond to scalar hierarchical principles, and not precisely
to control hierarchies. And if they do, the positive feedback of the basic protocols and the
dynamism of sociopolitical self-organization might lead those subnetworks to break,
rearrange and reconfigure into more organic arrangements.
Self-organized human social systems would not be contained under any rigid
structure because heterarchical networks of networks of individuals, groups, communities,
etc. will prevail. It is claimed here that this would bring more peaceful interactions between
individuals, groups, communities and social systems in general, since there would not exist
any superior establishment to enroll, pervade, cooptate, permeate, dwindle or knock out in
order to participate in decision-making processes. The new interactions of what used to be
classical political regimes (figure 5) would mutate to interactions that correspond with
figure 18.

Figure 18. Interactions in complexified political regimes.
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Source: Author s own elaboration.
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Political regimes are considering more and more dynamics of information flow
(diversity, inclusion and migration) as inputs of political systems. Maybe, without even
being aware of its implications in the long term -regarding an augment in the complexity of
regimes and in the possibility of human social systems to self-organize. Additionally, if the
impact of Internet over human sociopolitical interactions is also considered, it might be that
a silent dwindling of top-down political power structures is already happening. Anarchy
may already be emerging. Reaching a point where the complexity of political regimes has
increased so much that they loss their capacity to frame the sociopolitical interactions of
human social systems appears to be the tendency. This may be the last century of political
regimes as we know them. The idea of anarchic complex networks comes from this loss in
the capacities of central controllers to organize human social systems.
Ultimately, anarchic emergent patterns generated from sociopolitical selforganization and structured as complex networks would imply that the outrages historically
committed towards groups of individuals in the name of preserving an institutions may not
be possible anymore. Despite that political science fears anarchy, when seem from a
complexity sciences perspective, anarchy (particularly, anarcho-communism) entails
swarm-like self-organized sociopolitical interactions that elegantly co-evolve between
evolution and entropy in spaces of flowing harmony.
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6. CONCLUDING REMARKS AND FUTURE WORK

In this thesis I summarized the structural and dynamical history of classical political
regimes and I came to the conclusion that there has not been any profound structural or
dynamic transformation in the way in which political regimes organize human social
systems -despite historical changes in political systems. This means that we have been
relapsing for the past two and a half thousand years into the same topology, but with
different names. I presented some of the disadvantages of having political regimes that
organize human social systems in a top-down fashion and stated that the best way in which
human social systems could be organized was by means of their own self-organization. I
proposed that one via to get closer to the sociopolitical self-organization of human social
systems was breaking the barrier between the political and the civil society. However, for
this transition to take place harmonically, I suggested that sociopolitical self-organization
could be pursued undercover by means of augmenting the complexity of political regimes,
or decentralizing them, and opening the spectrum of who could be part of decision-making
processes, for instance, increasing the influence and diversity of citizen´s direct
participation mechansms. I claimed that, in doing so, political regimes and human social
systems could become a sole entity in the long term. Complexified political regimes (with
hybrid structures, basic protocols and complex dynamics) may formed by connections that,
after a while, would follow by preferential attachment and would start to present selfsimilarity, getting closer to resembling the structure of human social systems. I stressed that
complex networks would be the emergent global pattern of sociopolitical self-organization.
And because preferential attachment emerges from optimization and randomness, I pointed
out how self-organized sociopolitical interactions would allow optimal computational
performances in decision-making processes. As information gathered would be local and
would not follow any centralized mechanism of coercion, it is highly probable that the
resulting global pattern would be anarchic and would entail more peaceful or, at least,
harmonic sociopolitical flows. This was the antiestablishment undercover statement of the
monograph, because if regimes complexify and their influence decay in behalf of the selforganization of human social systems, political regimes as we know them would finally
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disappear, since there would be no difference between the synthetized dynamics of
organization in human social systems and the latter.
In this monograph I proposed an idea. My next step is to test it. With the use of
evolutionary algorithms and agent-based modeling, in my next level of education I intend
to prove whether the self-organization of human sociopolitical dynamics is optimal for
decision-making processes in human social systems and if sociopolitical self-organization
would result in global complex network patterns. Whatever it is that I find, I am deeply
convinced that the top-down control we have been using for organizing sociopolitical
interactions is not an adequate way for addressing the complex problems of our social
systems. Desperately, our world needs more organic structures.
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